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Microsaccade frequency has recently been shown to be sensitive to high-level cognitive
processes such as attention and memory. In the present study we explored the effects of
anticipated cognitive conflict. Participants were administered a variant of the flanker task,
which is known to elicit cognitive interference. At the beginning of each trial, participants
received a colour cue providing information about the upcoming target frame. In two
thirds of the trials, the cue reliably informed the participants that in the upcoming trial the
flankers either matched the central target letter or not. Hence, participants could accurately
anticipate whether cognitive conflict would arise or not. On neutral trials, the cue provided
no useful information. The results showed that microsaccadic rate time-locked to cue onset
was reduced on trials in which an upcoming cognitive conflict was expected. These findings provide new insights about top-down modulations of microsaccade dynamics.
Keywords: Microsaccades, eye movements, eye tracking, attention, cognitive conflict,
cued-flanker task.

Introduction

Interestingly, evidence is quickly accumulating
showing that microsaccadic dynamics can be shaped even
by higher order mechanisms, such as orienting of
attention (e.g., Betta, Galfano, & Turatto, 2007; Engbert
& Kliegl, 2003; Hafed & Clark, 2002) or conscious
perception (White & Rolfs, 2016). Working memory load
and mental counting are also known to impact on
microsaccade generation: In this context, more
demanding processing conditions (i.e., higher load) have
been associated with a decrement in microsaccadic rate as
compared to less demanding processing conditions (i.e.,
lower load; e.g., Dalmaso, Castelli, Scatturin, & Galfano,
2017; Gao, Yan, & Sun, 2015; Siegenthaler et al., 2014;
Valsecchi, Betta, & Turatto, 2007).

Prolonged fixation is usually associated with the
unaware production of rapid and tiny eye movements
called microsaccades, which are involved in perceptual
processing (e.g., Collewijn & Kowler, 2008; Engbert,
2006; Martinez-Conde et al., 2013; Poletti & Rucci,
2016). Typically, microsaccadic rate baseline is around 12 Hz but, after a perceptual transient, this rate production
is characterized by 1) an inhibition phase, followed by a
2) rebound phase and a 3) return to the baseline (e.g.,
Engbert & Kliegl, 2003).
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A greater decrement in microsaccadic rate has been
reported even when participants were asked to prepare for
a manual response to an upcoming target as compared to
a condition in which they were asked to look at the target
passively (Betta & Turatto, 2006). In a similar vein, less
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microsaccades have also been observed when participants
were asked to prepare for an anti-saccade (i.e., an eye
movement performed towards the location opposite to the
target) as compared to a pro-saccade (i.e., an eye
movement performed towards a target; Dalmaso, Castelli,
& Galfano, 2019; Hermens, Zanker, & Walker, 2010;
Watanabe, Matsuo, Zha, Munoz, & Kobayashi, 2013).
Since anti-saccades require to inhibit the prepotent
tendency to look at the target while pro-saccades rely on
more automatic processes (e.g., Munoz & Everling,
2004), the mechanisms implied in pro-/anti-saccade
preparation might be interpreted as reflecting cognitive
control (see also Hutton, 2008). Taken together, these
studies lead to two main conclusions. First, they invite to
consider microsaccades as a direct oculomotor index to
track preparatory mechanisms for upcoming events.
Second, they suggest that microsaccades could even
reflect the degree of cognitive control implicated to
properly deal with an upcoming event.

2010; Watanabe et al., 2013), we hypothesized that the
anticipation of cognitive conflict should be reflected in
microsaccadic rate. In particular, we expected that the
informative cue predicting an incongruent flanker
stimulus would be associated with a reduction in
microsaccadic rate as compared to the informative cue
predicting a congruent flanker stimulus. This would be
consistent with the idea that anticipation of a higher
cognitive effort is associated with a decrease in
microsaccadic rate.

Methods
Participants
Thirty naïve students (Mean age = 23.6 years, SD =
2.06, 4 males, 3 left-handed) took part on a voluntary
basis. Their vision was normal or corrected to normal
with lenses. The Ethics Committee for Psychological
Research at the University of Padova approved the study,
that was conducted in accordance with the Declaration of
Helsinki. A written informed consent was obtained from
all participants.

The aim of the present study was to directly explore
the potential impact of expected conflict on
microsaccadic dynamics by employing a version of the
flanker task, a widely-employed paradigm for the study
of cognitive control mechanisms (e.g., Eriksen &
Eriksen, 1974; see also Miller, 1991). In a typical flanker
task, participants are asked to discriminate a central target
letter (e.g., “H”) flanked by non-target letters that can be
either identical (i.e., “HHH”; congruent condition) or
different (e.g., “SHS”; incongruent condition) with respect to the target letter. Smaller latencies and greater
accuracies are generally reported in the congruent than in
the incongruent condition, indicating that the two conditions differ in terms of difficulty (i.e., the congruent condition is easier than the incongruent condition). Here,
expected conflict was manipulated by employing a cued
version of the flanker task (see Gratton, Cole, & Donchin,
1992, Experiment 3) in which three different visual cues
– provided at the beginning of the trial – informed
participants regarding the nature of the upcoming flanker
stimulus. Two cues were 100% informative, namely one
cue always predicted a congruent flanker stimulus while
another cue always predicted an incongruent flanker
stimulus. The third cue was uninformative (i.e., neutral),
since congruent and incongruent stimuli might appear
with the same probability (i.e., 50%).

Apparatus
An EyeLink 1000 Plus (SR Research Ltd, Ottawa,
Canada) recorded binocular eye movements (see Hermens, 2015) at 500 Hz. Participants sat 65 cm away from
a 24-inch monitor (1280 × 1024 pixels, 120 Hz) and a
chinrest was used to prevent head movements. Timing
and stimuli presentation were handled with Experiment
Builder (SR Research Ltd, Ottawa, Canada). Room luminance and screen background (grey coloured; R = 180, G
= 180, B = 180) were kept constant throughout the experiment and they were identical for all participants.

Stimuli and procedure
A nine-point calibration was followed by a validation
procedure. Before each trial, a drift checking was performed, in which participants looked at a central black
dot (diameter: 0.4°) and then the experimenter initiated
the trial through the host PC. This allowed us to ensure
that participants were looking at the centre of the screen.
A positive drift checking was associated with a tone, that

In line with previous studies addressing different
issues related to cognitive control (e.g., Hermens et al.,
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informed participants of the forthcoming trial start. Each
trial started with a central black spot (diameter: 0.4°; see
Figure 1, Panel A, fixation frame) for 800 ms. Then, the
fixation spot was surrounded by a coloured ring (diameter: 1.2°) that acted as a cue (Figure 1, Panel A, cue
frame). The ring could be coloured in green, blue or red.
The three colours were matched for luminance (60 cd/m2;
OptiCAL luminance metre device, Cambridge Research
Systems). Participants were informed that green and red
rings were 100% predictive (i.e., the cue was informative) of a congruent (i.e., HHH or SSS) and an incongruent (i.e., HSH or SHS) flanker stimulus, respectively. The
blue ring, instead, was only 50% predictive (i.e., the cue
was neutral) of either a congruent or an incongruent
flanker stimulus (i.e., HHH, SSS, HSH or SHS; Figure 1,
Panel B). After 100 ms, the coloured ring disappeared,
and the fixation spot remained on the screen for a variable temporal interval of 1900-2500 ms (100-ms steps;
Figure 1, Panel A, preparation frame). Then, the fixation
spot disappeared and the flanker stimulus (.98° width ×
.37° height; 16-point Arial) appeared in black at the centre of the screen (Figure 1, Panel A, response frame).
Flanker stimuli were composed of H and S letters (i.e.,
HHH and SSS as for the congruent stimuli, HSH and
SHS as for the incongruent stimuli; Figure 1, Panel C).
The flanker stimulus remained visible until a response
was made or after a 1000-ms timeout, whichever came
first. Participants were instructed to press one of two
buttons to classify – as fast and accurate as possible – the
central letter as an H or an S. The association between
response buttons and target letters was counterbalanced
across participants. Finally, a first visual feedback (800
ms) informed the participants about their performance
(i.e., “ok” for correct responses, “no” for wrong responses, “faster” for no responses) and then a second visual
feedback (800 ms) invited the participants to blink, if
needed. Participants were also instructed to maintain their
eyes at the centre of screen and to avoid blinks for the
whole duration of the trial, otherwise a 800-ms central
error feedback appeared and the trial was aborted and
appended at the end of the experimental session. This
allowed us to collect a reasonable number of blink-free
epochs while avoiding an excessive duration of the experiment. A practice block composed of 12 randomlypresented trials was followed by 300 randomly-presented
experimental trials. The three cues were presented for an
equal number of trials. A short break was allowed every
50 trials. The whole experiment lasted about 1 hour.

Figure 1 Illustration of the cued-flanker task. Participants maintained fixation on the central spot for the
whole duration of the trial. The central cue (i.e., the coloured ring), provided information concerning the upcoming flanker stimulus, and a speeded manual response was
required to decide whether the central target letter was
either “H” or “S”.

Results
Manual responses
Trials in which participants committed an error
(3.72% of trials) or did not provide a response (1.87% of
trials) were removed and analysed separately.
Three repeated-measures ANOVAs with Cue (2: informative vs. neutral) and Congruency (2: congruent vs.
incongruent) as within-participants factors were employed to analyse the percentage of errors, the percentage
of missed responses and median reaction times (RTs) of
correct trials.
As for errors, the main effect of Congruency was significant, F(1, 29) = 11.193, p = .002, η2p = .278, due to
fewer errors on congruent trials (M = 2.65%, SE = .503)
than on incongruent trials (M = 4.75%, SE = .801). No
other significant results emerged (ps > .058).
As for missed responses, the main effect of Congruency was significant, F(1, 29) = 6.696, p = .014, η2p =
.188, due to fewer missed responses on congruent trials
(M = 1.59%, SE = .548) than on incongruent trials (M =
2.32%, SE = .623). No other significant results emerged
(ps > .433).
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As for RTs, the main effect of Cue was significant,
F(1, 29) = 8.740, p = .006, η2p = .232, due to lower RTs
for informative cues (M = 562 ms, SE = 12.96) than neutral cues (M = 571 ms, SE = 14), as well as the main
effect of Congruency, F(1, 29) = 81.588, p < .001, η2p =
.738, due to lower RTs on congruent trials (M = 545 ms,
SE = 13.67) than on incongruent trials (M = 589 ms, SE =
13.59). The interaction was non-significant (p = .443).
Nevertheless, for completeness, one-tailed comparisons
(see also Gratton et al., 1992) between congruent and
incongruent trials were performed separately for each
cue. These confirmed that, regardless of congruency, RTs
were lower for informative than neutral cues (ps < .038;
see Figure 2)

First, we verified that presence of the so-called main
sequence (see Zuber, Stark, & Cook, 1965), namely a
positive relationship between microsaccadic amplitude
and peak velocity. This was confirmed by a correlational
analysis, r = .68, p < .001, suggesting that microsaccades
were identified correctly (Figure 3).

Overall, these results indicated that participants
adapted their behaviour in accordance with the cue, in
line with previous studies that employed a cued-flanker
task (e.g., Correa, Rao, & Nobre, 2009; Gratton et al.,
1992).

Figure 3 Correlation between microsaccadic amplitude and peak velocity.

After that, microsaccadic rate was computed within a
2000-ms temporal epoch time-locked to cue onset, separately for each participant and Cue (100% congruent,
100% incongruent, neutral), and then averaging the data
across participants. As shown in all panels of Figure 4,
cue onset (i.e., t = 0) led to a microsaccadic inhibition
phase that was followed by a rebound phase and a return
to the baseline, in line with previous evidence (e.g., Engbert & Kliegl, 2003; Rolfs, 2009). Then, ten fdr-corrected
comparisons between mean microsaccadic rate for each
combination resulting from Cue factor (i.e., 100% congruent vs. 100% incongruent, see Panel A; 100% congruent vs. neutral, see Panel B; 100% incongruent vs. neutral, see Panel C) were performed through a 200-ms moving window starting at cue onset (for a similar approach
see also Dalmaso et al., 2017; Hermens et al., 2010;
Valsecchi et al., 2007). As for the 100% congruent vs.
100% incongruent comparison, the only significant difference emerged within the 200-400 ms time window,
t(29) = 3.718, p < .001, which seems to correspond to the
rebound phase, based on visual inspection of the data. No

Figure 2 Manual reaction times reported for each experimental condition. Asterisks denote p < .05.

Microsaccades
Binocular microsaccades were extracted by employing the algorithm proposed by Engbert and Kliegl (2003),
adapted for a 500 Hz sampling rate. The velocity threshold was set to λ = 6 and the minimum duration threshold
was set to 3 samples. Only microsaccades with a maximum amplitude of 1° were considered (see MartinezConde et al., 2013). Only trials in which manual response
was correct were analysed.
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other significant results emerged (ps > .218). As for the
100% congruent vs. neutral comparison, no significant
differences emerged (ps > .491), as well as for the 100%
incongruent vs. neutral comparison (ps > .241). Microsaccadic rate within the 200-400 ms time window was
further analysed through an ANOVA analysis with Cue
(100% congruent, 100% incongruent, neutral) as withinparticipant factor. The main effect was significant, F(2,
58) = 7.548, p = .001, η2p = .207. Two-tailed fdr-corrected
comparisons indicated that the 100% incongruent cue led
to a greater decrement in microsaccadic rate as compared
to both the 100% congruent cue, t(29) = 3.718, p = .0027,
and the neutral cue, t(29) = 2.375, p = .036, while the
comparison between the 100% congruent and the neutral
cue was non-significant, t(29) = 1.423, p = .165. These
comparisons were further analysed by computing Bayes
Factors (BF10), to assess whether the current data provided more support for the alternative hypothesis (i.e., a
difference between two conditions) or the null hypothesis
(i.e., no difference between two conditions). According to
Jeffreys (1961), a very strong supporting evidence for the
alternative hypothesis emerged from the comparison
between the 100% incongruent cue and the 100% congruent cue, BF10 = 37.999, whereas this evidence was
weaker for the comparison between the 100% incongruent cue and the neutral cue, BF10 = 2.139. Finally, evidence supporting the null hypothesis emerged from the
comparison between the 100% congruent cue and the
neutral cue, BF10 = .483.
Figure 4 Mean microsaccadic rate, computed within a
time window starting from cue onset (i.e., t = 0) and
ending at the flanker stimulus onset (i.e., t = 2000). Shaded areas are SEM. Panel A depicts the 100% congruent
vs. 100% incongruent comparison; Panel B depicts the
100% congruent vs. neutral comparison; Panel C depicts
the 100% incongruent vs. neutral comparison. The orange
rectangle indicates the 200-400 ms temporal window in
which a difference between conditions emerged.

Discussion
In this study we investigated whether anticipation of
cognitive conflict is reflected in microsaccadic rate. To
this aim, we employed a cued-flanker task in which a cue,
provided at the beginning of each trial, informed participants regarding the nature of the upcoming flanker stimu-
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lus. On two thirds of the trials, the cue was 100% predictive of either a congruent or an incongruent flanker
stimulus (i.e., informative cue). On the remaining trials,
the cue did not predict the nature of the upcoming flanker
stimulus (i.e., neutral cue). Manual response analyses
confirmed that participants were able to adjust their behaviour in accordance with the cue, since RTs were overall smaller for predictive than neutral cues, a result in line
with previous studies (e.g., Correa et al., 2009; Gratton et
al., 1992). More interestingly, in line with our hypotheses, microsaccadic rate was lower when participants were
expecting a cognitive conflict (i.e., the cue was predictive
of a 100% incongruent trial), and this was particularly
evident in the comparison with the condition in which
participants were expecting no conflict (i.e., the cue was
predictive of a 100% congruent trial). Interestingly, this
difference in microsaccadic rate emerged during the rebound phase, a pattern that aligns with previous studies in
which cognitive load was manipulated (e.g., Dalmaso et
al., 2017; Gao et al., 2015; Valsecchi et al., 2007) and –
more in general – with the idea that the rebound phase
might be more revealing of an impact of higher-order
mechanisms as compared to the inhibition phase (see also
Rolfs, Kliegl, & Engbert, 2008). This might occur because, while the inhibition phase occurs early in time –
likely reflecting a physiological response to a visual input
– the rebound phase is a later component and therefore
more permeable to different cognitive factors. However,
the actual mechanisms underlying this biphasic pattern is
still debated (e.g., Hafed & Ignashchenkova, 2013).

found even under a neuroanatomical perspective. Indeed
– on the one hand – both psychophysical (see Rolfs et al.,
2008) and neurophysiological (see Hafed, Goffart, &
Krauzlis, 2009) studies provided converging evidence
indicating that microsaccades would be generated in the
superior colliculus (SC), and a recent study (Peel, Hafed,
Dash, Lomber, & Corneil, 2016) showed that also the
frontal eye fields (FEF) seem to play a role in microsaccadic generation. On the other hand, the main brain region recruited in a flanker task would be the anterior
cingulate, but prefrontal areas placed in proximity of the
FEF would be also involved (see Fan, McCandliss, Fossella, Flombaum, & Posner, 2005), thus suggesting a
potential overlap with the neural substrates of microsaccades.
Taken together, the results of this study suggest that
anticipating cognitive conflict can shape microsaccadic
rate. A similar modulation has previously been reported
in studies in which participants were asked to prepare for
a pro-saccade as compared to an anti-saccade (Dalmaso
et al., 2019; Hermens et al., 2010; Watanabe et al., 2013).
Even if both the pro-/anti-saccade task and the flanker
task can be employed to investigate cognitive control
(e.g., Botvinick, Braver, Barch, Carter, & Cohen, 2001;
Hutton, 2008), these two paradigms call into play different cognitive mechanisms. Indeed, while anti-saccades
require the control of attention away from the target to
inhibit a prepotent automatic response (see Munoz &
Everling, 2004), the flanker task requires to allocate attentional resources on the target to discard the interfering
information provided by distracting stimuli (see Eriksen
& Eriksen, 1974). In addition, the time window of interest in the present study was that in between cue onset and
flanker stimulus onset (i.e., we were interested in addressing whether microsaccades can reflect anticipation
of conflict rather than shielding against interference).
Moreover, while the pro-/anti-saccade task employs eye
movements, the flanker task is typically based on manual
responses. Hence, these two tasks can provide complementary but distinct information concerning the potential
relationship between cognitive control and microsaccades. The dissimilar nature of the two tasks might also
explain why the previous studies on cognitive control
reported differences in microsaccades that were apparently present throughout the preparatory period (Dalmaso et
al., 2019; Hermens et al., 2010; Watanabe et al., 2013),
while here a difference emerged only around the rebound
phase. Nevertheless, since the potential impact of cogni-

In recent years, an increasing number of studies has
reported that more demanding cognitive tasks are often
associated with a decrement in microsaccadic rate (e.g.,
Dalmaso et al., 2017; Hermens et al., 2010; Krejtz, Duchowski, Niedzielska, Biele, & Krejtz, 2018; Lange,
Zweck, & Sinn, 2017; Pastukhov & Braun, 2010;
Siegenthaler et al., 2014; Watanabe et al., 2013; but see
also Benedetto, Pedrotti, & Bridgeman, 2011; Chen et al.,
2008; Di Stasi et al., 2013). In accordance with
Siegenthaler et al. (2014), this decrement would be
caused by a poorer fixational activity due to working
memory load. The same rationale could be also applied in
the present context, since it is known that working
memory load can shape performance during a flanker
task (e.g., Lavie, Hirst, De Fockert, & Viding, 2004).
Tentatively, a further evidence for a potential link between cognitive control and microsaccades might be
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tive control on microsaccade generation remains widely
unexplored, future work is necessary to shed light on this
kind of top-down modulations. For instance, different
cognitive control tasks could be employed to generate
microsaccadic results. These, in turn, could be used to
develop computational models, which are particularly
suitable to test novel hypotheses (e.g., Engbert, 2012).
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The ability to properly plan for – and then execute – a
certain behavior is an essential ability to successfully
navigate within complex environments. In this regard,
microsaccades could be considered as a direct, noninvasive tool to track ongoing preparatory mechanisms
that might be employed in different contexts, such as
everyday activities (e.g., driving; Benedetto et al., 2011;
Di Stasi et al., 2015), human-computer interactions (e.g.,
air traffic control; Di Stasi et al., 2013) or even clinical
assessment (e.g., ADHD; Fried et al., 2014).
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